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THE BALLOON AS AN AID TO METEOROLOGICAL RE· late in the afternoon. That such was its cause is inferred 
SEARCH. from the fact that prismatic circles of light had appeared in 

city, and governments send them off wilh mllil-ronte agents 
to distribute daily mails. 

�'PAPER READ BY PROF. JCIIN WISE BEFORE THE FRANKLIN I>!STITU"FE. the upper cloud surface, when the sun's rays pa�sed thr�lUgh 
the gas of the balloon when sailing above it. This phenome-

In the science (�' meteorology there is no instrumentality non onlv occurred with a silken balloon: silk becomes trans. 
competent to do 80 much good, and which has as yet rcceived parent �hen varnished; cotton does not. �A silken balloon 
so littl" attention as the balloon . The phenomena of the at- is also more susceptible of electrical excitement, than one of 
mosphere, ill their relations to climate and sanitary effecta- cotton. A silken flag crepitates in passing from one current 
to al�,Ticulture, to physiology-to our mental forces and tem� of air into anot,her, a phenomenon not perceptihle in a !+ltton 
peraments, are more fertile in scientific developments than an one. 
observer from the earth would Huppose. Meteorological in� Storm clouds do not all discharge thunderbolts. 'Vhen a 
vestigations are as occult, tame, and spiritless, without the certain field space of atmosphere contains \1 number of them 
aid of an air-ship, as would be hydrographical investigations -and I have seen seven at one time, smull oces-they' deposit 
without the water ship. '}'110 deep-sea soundings, so preg- rain in fitful showers, but dischargo no thunderbolts. When 
nant with interest in their revelations of infusorial life at the two or more of them coalesce, then discharges of electricity 
bottom of the ocean, find their counterpart in the deep air follow. These detached nimbus clouds are prevalent in the 
soundings in the opposite direction, in the myriads of vege- month of April and May, and produce what we term" April 
talll" life floating upon the currents of the atmosphere. It is showers." 

The Franklin Institute, a time-honored school of art. and sci. 
ence,is worthy of the establishment of a Eeetion of Ill, terology 
for the purpose of explo:ing the wonders of the atmosphere 
wit.h the aid of a balloon and meteorological in8trulJlent�, An 

air ship can be constructed for such pur(Jose at a trifling cost as 

compared to the advantages to be derived; and the cost of infla
tion is now vastly reduced in tbe facilit.ies afi'ol'<kd hy the 
coal gas; and with such men as Dr. Wahl, our dlicient secre
tary, to make the investigations, and nn t'xpel'ienced air navi
gator to take charge of the air sbip, find it' my experience is 
worth anyt.hing, it wou]"j be voluntarily giHll, much can 
be done toward tbe establlshllJent of certain 8cientiik data 
as rt'lated to meteorological phenomena in th .. ,ourse of a 

year. 

not an uncommon t.hing to see the air currents above the During the beat of summer the thundergust proper prevails. 
clouds teeming with thistle seed, each one with its silken Its constant attendant is heat. ,\Ve all know t.his from'common 
parachute sailing along in the grand procession. And so, t.oo, experience,the precedent suffocating heat before a thundero,-ust 
is it, with the pollen of other pJa!lts, moving along in little When these meteors are generated suddenly-they give out snow 
nebulous cloud patcbes. hail,and rain. The snow melts partly into hail,and partly into 

The upper air is not so barren of scientific interest as its ap- rain. Hailstones contain in their center a nucleus of snow. 
parent vicinity, wht'n viewed from the earth, would indicate. In rising up from the earth the deposition frOID a cloud grows 
It is a marvel that so fruitful a subject, and one so easily to diffuse, more and more, until you enter the base of the cloud, 
be explored, is so mucll neglected. The science of light seemlJ where it is a dense mist; and as you rise in the cloud, this 
almost reversed in looking down through the atmosphere to 'mist becotfies thinner,until near the top when it ceases entire
the earth from an insulated position of two or three miles of ly; at this point the cloud becomes warm, and when emerg
alti tude. The earth looks concave, and the horizon is loomed ing from its top still warmer, caused by radiation and reflec
up ahove the level of the observer. Sometimes a City tive or tion; and then follows a twinging sensation in the cuticle of 
ten miles off !lJay be 8'.�p,n hanging in the heavens upside the face and hands like the pricking froUl bunches of needles, 
down, and illuminated hy three suns. When this phenome- also slight hoarseness, with more or less pain in the base of 
non presents itself ahove the cloud region it is more dist.inctly the brain, and in the "ars, when the ascent is sudden. 
defined than when it occurs near the surface of the earth. It is impossible to hold a level position in the body of a 

The phf''1omena of the clouds are full of interest, Some thunder cloud. You are all the time going- up or down. The 
are dense, and some aw attenuat"d. Some are warm, and vortex current carries you up through the central part of the 
SOllie are enId. Some are light and some are dark. SOUle are cloud, diverging the balloon outward with the out8preading 
charged with ozone. Passing through an ozone cloud causes vapor, upon which it describes its outward and downward 
hoarseness; it acts upon the mu,cous membranes, and is first course, generally to be drawn in again near the base of the 
perceptible by smell, and the twinging sensation it produces cloud, and from thence upward on the uprieing stream, and 
upon the cuticle of the hands and face. When the balloon so on, like an endless chain, u ntil you leave it by an increase 
(:omes near a cloud, elec!,rical excitement takes place; it also of levitating force from its top, or an incroa,se of gravitating 
occurs when the balloon is passing from one current of air force at its base; in the one case by a copious discharge of 
into another. The fintlf part of the light s",nd ballast, used ballast, in the other by a copious discharge of gas. 
by the aeronaut, IS drawn in a stream fl'Olli the car up and To explore one of these meteors is, at first, calculated to 
against the body of the balloon. Also, the fine-cut index produce a degree of anxious' solicitude, but when experienced 
paper, used by aeronauts, is, in such ca8e�, drawn up against for a while,and duly considered, the experiencfl becomes i nter
the ualloon, hanging there for a w liile with a tremulous mo· esting and sublime, and well calculated to inspire the meteor
tion, and then falling off. I have heard it, lll'lking- a crepitat- ologist with a desire to renew the investigation of atmospheric 
ing noise when thus thrown out by handfuls. The stillness phenomena. 
is so profound above the clouds that a noise, not perceptible There is no disk rotation in a storm cloud, but there is a 
on t41e f,art,h; is quite discernible there. vortical rotation in its center caused by the two forces of the 

It is remarkable how suddenly, at times, the currents of inrushing and uprushing air, shown in the swinging and ro
eir strike the balloon, causing it to swing slightly to and fro, tating motion it gives to the balloon. This inward motion of 
as wel] as t,) rotate on its vertical axis. These sbarp croBsing the air toward the vortex of the cloud extends b�yond the 
.mrrtmts are always attended with marked electrical evolu- outer margin of the meteor, and will gradually draw the bal. 
tions. The gas in a balloon,that is perfectly transparent when loon toward and into the vortex. This can he prevented by 
it, leaves the el1rth, is changed into a cloud when it gets into giving the balloon an upward or downward motion, as, in 
a r�gion of clouds. And it assumes tbis cbaracter of cloud in either case, the center of the storm will recede from the air 
!l perfectly cle",r atmosphen', when the balloon reaches the ship, and thus we have the power of riding' in the wake or in 
region of frost. I have bad my hair thickly covered with the midst of a thunder gust. 
hoar frost on a Fourth of July, and cloud issuing from thtl It may be deemed a hazardous mode of investigation to sail 
neck of the balloon, at an elevation of 19,00tJ feet. up into the air three or four miles high, but when we take 

The atmosphere is always clear and transparent after a rain into comparison the number of air voyages made, and the ao
storm; jt is only then that an observer aloft has a great scope cidents related to them, we shall find as favorable results as 
of vi�w 01 mundane objects, On such oc�asions, th,� view in in sea voyages. I have accounts of thirteen balloons that ex
>lsctluding from the seashore is very imposing. It is well ploded while high in the air with their occupunts, two of 
known that from the land, or the surface of the sea, a ship is them with myself, while above the cl�)Uds, and in none of 
not visible when twenty miles off. The earth's convexity be- these was any one harmed. The law of atmospheric resist
ing auout eight inches to the mile, and this obstruction of ance is as certain as the law of r.tmospheric buoyancy. I even 
convexity, increasing as the squares of the distances, limits controlled the collapsed descending balloon trom falling into 
the sight of a ship within moduate scope. Thus, in ascending a piece of woodland by lightening tbe weight in the disposal 
frolll a place like Boston harbor, the scene becomes very of ballast, and thus drifted beyond t1,e trees. 
interesting. As you gradually go up, so come up the So far as I have investigated accidents with balloons, not a 
ships behind the horiwn. It looks like magic. Of a clear single case occurred from any intrinsic principle of danger 
day you can see ships at sea a hundred miles off, when the connected with the art. Not so with the sea ship. These 
Ilun is in the opposite direction. With cloud fields between two elements, wind and water, coming in conflict, cause the 
the observer and the ships, they have the appearance of sail- destruction of the vessel. Water, nearly a thousand times 
ing above and over the clouds. So the meandering of a river denser than air, and the air moving against the ship with a 
ill sometimes seen convoluting itself over and under the clouds velocity of a hundred miles per hour, and the immense mast 
III the distance. These unique sights are, of course, optical leverage, must necessarily brin� a trtlmendous force upon its 
illnsionf', hut, witbout a knowledge of the science of optics, framework. Not so with the air ship. It has but one ele
wnuld he ckemed mysteries. They prove, however, how sub- ment around it, and, once free in the air, it matters not, so far 
j('ct we are to be misled by onr senses in cases where ��ience as its ability to stand the strain is concerned, whether the 
is not availabltl to correet their errors. wind moves one mile or one hundred miles per hour. Even 

'"(,ho most marked difference between an earth view and a with the latter velocity> yOUl" vessel glides along so smoothly 
Rky view oc'�nrs in the storm cloud. The nimbus, or thunder and gracefully as not to rume It cobweb suspended from its 
cloud, when viewed from the earth level, 100ksJikean agitated flagstaff. Did you not perceive objects on the earth receding 
and confusC(\ maSK of ltmden-colored vapor. When viewed and approaching, it would be impossible to discern that you 
from a littl'l above its level, awl from a few miles distance, it were moving at all. I traveled forty miles in forty-eight 
1001,s symmetrical. Bulged out above and below, and con- minutes in the midst of a cloud stratum, without being aware 
trllcted in its middle, it trails along- over the earth like a huge that I had moved forty rods Detore landing. 
f'mokillg, fuming Hngine, dragging its lower part sl,ghtly be- When accidents have oecurred with balloons, they were al
hind, like the t.rail of It court lady'S garment. The electrical ways attributable, either to defective construction or a want 
caunonacliug- 11.8 it passes along, giws it quite a grand and' of ordinary skill in the persons operating them. It is a de
imposing effect. It, is quite practicable to sail above, behind, plorable truth that many, if not 1ll0St, persons whlJ use bal-
01' in the midst of these imposing meteors. Sailing behind loons are not scientific. And yet, this class have generally 
flne, and between its upper and lower cloud, I saw a beautiful the most marvelous stories of blood oozing from their finger 
prismatic-colored grotto, anll, apparently from within this ends, and the balloon turning topsy-turvY,and tbe miraculous 
grotto, came terrific peals of thunder. This grotto was, no escapes they have made, to relate. 
doubt, prollucwl by the refractiva power of the gas in the I trust enough has been �aid and done to show that we can 
halloon, as the sun was shining in between the upper and go up into the air, into the cloud, into the storm, by day or 
l"wer doud>rmd through the ballnon, and the grotto appeared by night, to investigate the phenomena of the upper air with· 
Oil tl-IP OPF(>'ir, " ,  of it,: t11:\t is, the grottn was on the east out incurring the accusation of ueiul{ reckless_especially when 
�ide, and t1,,' ,'ollL ,, � :l� \\ est zille of the balloon, and it was high officials of state use them to escape from a beleaguered 
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Dr. Wahl allows me to say, that Ill' lJas not only no h�sita 
tion in making such explorations, but that he would most 
earnestly and cheerfully engage in the pursuit , 'fhe lJaromp
ter, hygrometer, and electrometer, in the corner of the llOupe, 
may hang there a century, and not reveal as much to the ex
pl:nation of meteorological science as they will in one day 
up in the clouds, in the hands of a well-trained p"rson, 

We owe such a course of I1lvestigation to the age we liv8 
in. The onward llIarch of knowledge exacts it and demands 
it at the hands of the learned institutions, and there is none 
eo well adapted to its proB�'cution as the Franklin Institut.e_ 

When it is considered that we do not know, to tbis day, 
from whence tbe sonrce of electricity in cloud phenomena-� 
whether in storms it is H primnry or a resultant; whether 
tbere is one kind or twu kinds developed in a thundergust ; 
whether the t bunderbolt wakes its detonation forcing its 
passage through thtJ air, or in its percussion upon more solid 
matter; whether the bolt .larts from one cloud to anoth"r, or 
whether it invariably darts 1.0 the earth-wf-\ shoulll use all 
reasonable means to find out. The European s'.'ientists shot. 

arrows into the air to learn something oi at lIlospheric elec
tricity. Franklin, always practical, not being able to get up 
into the clouds himself, sent up his reprps.'nlat.ive, tbe kite, 
and, in a moment, demonstrated a fact., wh!cb, for a thousand 
years, had been held in abeyance-the id.'nt,ity of cloud an,t 
machine electricity. The great phHosoplwr, fearing the ridi
cule of the unlearned over a man flyil1g a kite, went clandee-� 
tinely out to Bush hill, under cover of his son, to try the 
mission of his aerial messenger, and it. proved and settled the 
long-mooted question. 

The air.ship is destined to settle the qu�stion of the rala
tion of atmospheric with terrestrial electricit.y, and how this 
pervading agent-gravitation per �e, or intrinsic motion, or 
vis-vitre, or whatever we may t�rm it-is to be appropriated te 
our common welfare; for in it we live, and move, and have 
our being. 

.. _-

Buh) Work aod B .. 18oer Wor)�. 
Buhl was a cabinet-maker in tbe days of Lou's the Four

teenth, and was instrumental in bringing into UBll a kind of 
decorative furniture, or furniture decoration, which has been 
more or less in favor eve,r since. It was not usually, in h1s 
work, actual wood that formed the �urface; more frequf'ntly 
it was braBs, silver, or some other metal, inlaid in tortoise
shell, on a wood backing. The modo of proceduro was curi
ous. A layer, say, of brass, and a layer of tortoi8e-�heJl, each 
as thin as veneer, were glued. on opposite sUJ1ac.,s 01 a piece 
of paptr; another piece of paper was glued outSoid", a pattern 
or device was drawn on th" outside pap�r, and all tIle lim,s of 
the device were cut through and through with It fine saw. A 
little moistening rl<moved the papers, and sf'para,ed tbe in
lay. What followed? Two patterns could he produced out 
of the two veneers: a brass inlay in tortoisfl-shcll, and a tor
toise-shell inlay in brass. The inlays, t.hus fabril'ated, were 
applied as '1Ieneers to the surface of a cabinet or other articl" 
of furniture. Old cabinets, thus adorned by Buhl an,} hi" 
cotemporaries, are now eagerly bought up at hIgh prices IJY 
art collectors. 

Anotber cabinet-maker of the same period, Reisll.er, varied 
the form of bis productions by employing two kinde of wood 
in6tead of brass and tortoise-shell: llsualJy selecting tUlip 
wood and some darker variety. This wa9 eaHed Rdsncr 
work; like real Buhl work, it now commands hig-h pricoc8_ 
It is evident that, the principle once being clearly ulld,,)'stood, 
its application may be almost infinitely varied, according to 
the choice of materials, whether tortoise-sbell, ivory, mot,hel' 
of-pearl, ebony, fancy woods, gold, 6ilver, bmss, copper, or 
what not. Cheap imitations of Buhl work are now prodnced 
by cutting out the veneer patterns witil a stamping prl'He, 
mstead of by t.he slower aid of a saw .. Other cheap imita
tions are made in the papier-mache workshops of Birruing
l,am ; fanciful pat.terns in brass, stamped om, are fastened 
down upon papier-mach£', and the interstice's ,of Ihe dt!Yic<' 

gradually filled up wit.h successive eoat.illgs of bJ,wk japan 
varnish. As tn t.he devices that may be cnt out "nth Ii fine 
saw, the f retwork of a pianoforte furnishes ti very good ex
ample; although it is m't, often that tl,e worlunan attelllpts 
anything of u pictorial cllaractef thert'in_ 

---
01" the 20,000 horSES captured hy the PrussJan8 at t h" sur

render of Sedan:,and <:lsewhere the best have be','n picked out 
and supplied to the German artillery an,i cavalry. These in
clude many capital Norman horses for the cavalry, Hlld 
heavy animals for the artillery. The Barbary horses of t,)", 
African troops, excellent as they ar' are deemed too small 
for the Prussian cavalry. 

.--
IT is now said that tlJe Mont CeniR t.Ullllel will h· (�"!ll

pleted in 1871. The Hoosac tunnel 'ij'ill reqUire liJl'@ � c!lIS 
more for its completion. Both afJaiIs arc grflaL uores. 
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